Abstract-With the requirements of the power load predicting accuracy becoming higher and higher, and the actual power load is also a complex nonlinear system limited by various uncertain factors. Given only considering the influence of a single model on the load forecasting, the predicting accuracy is absolutely not high under the comprehensive effects of multiple factors. Ensuring to make the electrical model satisfy the requirements, there is access to improving the accuracy of load predicting results through analysis of the relationship between load and multiple factors in power load forecasting. This paper combines the rough set theory with information fusion, firstly a decision table of attributes is established on the basis of historical datum, for the purpose of simplifying the attribute index in data mining to obtain important information. Following step is to rank the importance of the factors influencing the load according to the degree of effect, with grouping these sorted factors into attributes combination and using the same kind of load forecasting method to predict each combination's own results, and finally all groups of the predicting results are integrated by data fusion, where then final predicting result can be obtained. The results of the algorithmic example show that groups of predicting results integrated based on information fusion theory are better than the results got through any casual single attribute combination. And fusion results are a combined action of a variety of related factors, enhancing the favorable trend, where at the same time it has reduced the uncertainty brought by multiple factor comprehensive effect. Based on information fusion the predicting results are helpful to reduce the prediction error, which is feasible and effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the explosive growth on the amount of data in today's information age, the wave of "big data" is coming, fast and furious. The era of big data proposes a new challenge for the development in electricity industry. With the advance of electricity industry, intelligence, automation and interaction will bring many datum casing electrical big data generation. Due to the numerous index of power load forecasting, different goals of all kinds of power load forecasting, even with the same kind of theory, the forecast model to predict no matter from the form, content or effect also vary widely. The load in the medium and long-term prediction of power system is greatly influenced by economy, society and meteorology factors and other uncertainties, etc. How to extract the key factor from multiple factors and reduce the results' uncertainty arising from the comprehensive effect of multiple factors, and improving the precision has been becoming a serious problem to be solved. Aiming at these problems, the paper based on the literature [8] proposing medium-and longterm load forecasting based on partial least squares regression analysis, an more optimized and advanced method is put forward to improve accuracy of prediction. The rough set theory and information fusion are introduced into the model, which respectively advance data pre-processing and optimize the integration of multiple sets of results after prediction, in order to reduce uncertainty caused by varieties factors affecting and improve accuracy of forecasting results.
II. THE ROUGH SET THEORY
In the era of big data, on account of the characteristics on grid data volume, which is large amount, variety type, and more speed, the traditional attribute simplified methods have been unable to complete the pre-processing on electrical big data. To this end the paper proposes a method on power big data simplified processing based on cloud computing technology. The rough set theory which offers a new way for data mining, is a new mathematical tool to deal with uncertain and imprecise problems. In this paper, rough sets method is used in power load forecasting to analyze the dependence of load on each factor and the importance of various properties in condition attribute set.
In the decision system R={U, A}, the rough set divides A(attribute) into two categories C and D, where C is condition attribute, D is decision attribute, and U is domain. The ternary collection R={U,C,D} is known as a decision-making system. An important application of rough set in the data analysis is to find the dependence among attributes from a known decision system R={U,C,D}. The dependency is defined as follows.
If D depends on C in extent of the degree k (0≤k≤1), expressing that
The coefficient k represents a certain proportion in all elements of domain U , namely on the basis of the attribute set C, the element can be fully or partially divided inside of area in partition U/D, k is called dependency.
In practical application, the form of expression on decision-making system is a two-dimensional 
The larger
is, the greater decision attribute D is depending on condition attributes C, whereas lower.
2) Calculate the weights of attributes, and sort the degree of importance of each factor in the attribute set. Formula (3), (4) is used to calculate the importance of properties in the attribute set C.
The greater the result of formula (3) is, it can be indicated that the higher importance of attribute in C is, whereas lower.
III. INFORMATION FUSION THEORY
Information Fusion, also known as data fusion, is multisensor information resource using time and space. In order to reduce effect on making decision brought by environmental uncertainty, using data from multiple sources can improve the reliability and robustness of the outcome, and produce more accurate, more complete, more reliable estimation and interpretation than by a single data. This article discusses the application of D-S evidence theory in load forecasting. D-S evidence theory is a promotion on the Bayesian statistical inference theory. Evidence theory can provide support for one or more of the proposition, and the level of support on each proposition the evidence refers to is called the reliability, which can use set functions to express, namely Basic Probability Assignment. If identification framework Θ in the set of functions is on the meet:
（5）
m is called basic probability assignment function on framework Θ, m(A) called basic credible number. If
, then A is called the focus element. Combination rule of D-S evidence theory is a law reflecting the combined effects of evidence. The function defined by the following formula is new basic probability assignment, thus reliability's synthetic rule can be drawn, namely
The process of load prediction in power system typically includes many uncertainties, such as the observation error of original data, selection on feature and attribute, selection of predicting algorithm, and so on.Based on information fusion methods, combining with the existing load predicting method form a unified framework for load forecasting. Using this unified approach no matter in different environments, or taking different forms, it also can help to reduce uncertainty caused by varieties of factors and to improve the predicting accuracy.
To reduce the effect on selecting properties of load prediction, the rough set method can be adopted to calculate the influence degree of each attribute. And following steps are going on attributes' sorting and grouping, and then unified partial least squares regression analysis is applied on for each group to respectively predict each group's results. Finally D-S evidence theory is applied to fuse the results together as a final prediction. It can clearly be seen that results after fusion combine comprehensive influence of multiple factors with attribute's information to enhance the positive trend, which achieve in reducing the uncertainty brought by different methods. Based on the same lines, a variety of predicting methods can be used to predict the same set of results, then the results are going on integration, and a better prediction can be got than by a single method. Figure 1 shows the overall framework of load forecasting method based on information fusion. The paper adopts rough set method to do with history data preprocessing, sorting attribute according to the degree of importance and grouping it. and D-S evidence theory is applied to integration. 
A. Mathematical model of integrating weight in Evidence
Theory When using Dempster combination rule, firstly weights must be extracted before going on integrating weights. Following the mathematical model of extracting weights is to be introduced. The predicting error of the three models respectively were 1 e , 2 e and 3 e , taking 1 ω , 2 ω and 3 ω as the corresponding weights,the total predicting error and its variance can be expressed as 
B. Mathematical model of integrating weights
When the weights are going on integration, the higher accuracy of the predicting values to greater weight, and whereas less weight is given. In the integration model of load forecasting, it can be an analogy thinking that the weight of the model is similar to the value of the basic reliability on evidence theory when using Dempster combination rule on evidence theory for integration on the multiple sets of weights. Formula (6) is applied to go on fusion by reliability combination rule, the value of basic reliability fused can be made as a predictive model's incorporates weights.
V. CASE STUDY
In order to further illustrate the advantage of the improved and advanced PLSR method based on rough set, examples adopt the original data of literature [8] to do simulation calculation. On the basis of its medium and longterm load forecasting based on partial least squares regression analysis, this paper proposes optimizing methods to improve prediction, and introduces the rough set theory and information fusion method to data preprocessing in front of predicting and optimization on the basement of fusing multiple sets of results after predicting. The implement process of load forecasting is shown in Figure 2 .
Firstly the importance of the condition attribute i x among condition attribute set will be calculated, following it being sorted and grouped. According to the rough set method's steps above mentioned, above all data must be going on preprocessing and charactering. Then according to the formula (3), (4), the importance of each condition attribute in the condition attribute set can be calculated, the results namely i ω are shown in Table 1 . Rough set method is applied to analyze the relative importance of conditions.The top six factors ranking in the degree of importance of condition attribute set are selected to set up group 1 in examples simulation, which is 1 x , 2 x , 5 x , 6 x , 8 x , 9 x .The top six factors and load D build up a decision-making system as combination 1. The factors raking 7 and 8 that is 4 x , 7 x are filled into the group 1 adding load D as a new decision-making system that is combination 2, and finally all 10 factors and load D consist in decision-making system as a combination 3. Based on indicators of social economic factors and annual electric load of Hengyang from 2002 to 2005,historical data have been given in literature [8] , and by using unified partial least squares regression analysis the total electricity consumption prediction from 2002 to 2005 in the combination of three groups decision-making system can be respectively calculated, and its specific results can see in table 2. A. The extraction of weight Table 2 
B. The mathematical model of integrating weight
By combining D-S evidence theory concerning the basic concept of reliability distribution, assigning with the mathematical model aforementioned, the weight in table 3 can be converted into the corresponding values of basic reliability, and then through the Dempster combination rule of reliability function, the corresponding belief function is conducted multiple fusion, in the predicting model the right weight of each group to be predicted can be got. Specific results of integrating weight as shown in table 4. 
C. Forecasting results analysis
By the above the weights of the fusion results can be calculated in the fusion of predictive results of forecasting years Y，namely its initial value of each group's predicting model multiplied by the corresponding value of weighting fusion can be concluded as final predicting results integrated of forecasting year, the result in table 5.
Comparing the results before fusion with the results after fusion, it can be concluded that D-S information fusion theory conducting integration in multiple sets of predictions were better than the results obtained by the single combination of attributes, which synthesize the effects of many factors and strengthen the positive trend, thereby to reduce the uncertainty caused by the different methods and errors of the prediction.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a power load forecasting method based on rough set theory and information fusion, moreover gives predicting model and its flow chart. This method can combine effects of various factors on the power load and reduce uncertainties caused by attribute selection, method selection and data observation errors. The partial least squares regression analysis was chosen as a predictive calculation method in this paper, and the ideas in combination of the rough set method with the information fusion are applied on analysis and predicting on the actual data, D-S information fusion theory conducting integration in multiple sets of predictions were superior to predictions got by separate property portfolio then a better predictive value is obtained than by a single method, which proves the effectiveness of the method. It can be concluded that the idea of combining rough set method with information fusion method can reduce the uncertainty brought by multiple factors comprehensive effecting to improve the accuracy of load prediction.
